INTRODUCTION
If a mathematical-physical model of the system cannot be created, abstract methods have to be used in order to solve the problem successfully. Image processing is such a problem. Recently, image processing is solved by artificial intelligence implemented by many kinds of neural networks that were inspired by human neural networks.
However, computer computation of image data by any kind of neural networks costs much time and this approach cannot be used for real time application without optimization.
We should again return back to nature and try to see deeper how the human visual system works in real time.
Let us have an example of an unknown photo album and try to analyze it picture by picture with 1 Hz frequency.
We will not by able to process this information due to not having enough time for image analysis. However, if we see a movie in the cinema, where the frequency of image changing is much higher, real time processing of these data is possible. This is because after input data are being processed, image analysis and motion analysis work together as one system in the human visual system (Fig. 1) . This is why, to be able to have motion or object recognition in real time based on data from a camera system, the recognition system should be more complex and should consist of the same subsystems as the human visual system, meaning image analysis and motion analysis. This paper considers fast motion data preprocessing for further motion analysis. 
MOTION DETECTOR
The simplest motion detection is possible by two-frame comparison. If the frame difference in a specific pixel is higher than a defined threshold, then the specific pixel shows motion.
However, to get motion detection with higher quality, the motion detector should be considered together with the quality of detector implementation. Please note that in case the motion detection algorithm is slow, the final result of motion detection will be with low quality even if the method of motion detection itself is good enough. The presented motion detector is using fuzzy logic with empirical designed fuzzy rules. The detector is robust and the implementation of the algorithm for this detector can be optimized as will be described later in this section. Firstly, let us have two fuzzy sets named as "big" brightness change of the specific picture pixel and "small" brightness change. The fuzzy relevance functions for these fuzzy sets are defined by expressions (2) and (3), where a, b are experimentally defined parameters and ∆(x, y) is the brightness change of the specific picture pixel.
For motion detection in a specific pixel we will consider, in addition to the brightness change of the specific pixel, also the brightness change of the pixels around. Thus we get a set of 9 brightness changes, let us label the set as SP.
The fuzzy rules were experimentally defined as below: • If ∆(x, y) is big AND the third biggest element from set SP is big, then (x, y) is a dynamic pixel and we label it as M dyn (x, y).
• If ∆(x, y) is small OR (∆(x, y) is big AND the sixth smallest element from set SP is small), then (x, y) is a static pixel and it will be libelled as M stat (x, y). Fuzzy operators AND and OR are defined as described in (5) and (6) .
The surety of motion Dyn(x, y) can be calculated by expression (7) .
Finally, the pixel will be classified as motion if the surety of motion is higher than an experimentally defined threshold Γ. Let us have a binary value bDyn that indicates motion in pixel if the value is "1" as described in expression. As a result, black pixels will be in the picture with detected motion where bDyn for the pixel is "1". The fuzzy motion detection above was implemented in C++ language, where the algorithm was optimized by pre-calculated values stored in a one-dimensional array "look up" table. Please note that can be within the range of integers between 0 and 255 and there is no need to have the result of fuzzy operation AND, OR and values of M dyn (x, y), Dyn(x, y) with higher precision than 1 decimal place. To provide higher performance, it is recommended to use the one-dimensional "look up" table since access into the one-dimensional array is faster than into a multidimensional array. The results of the mentioned fuzzy motion detection with optimized algorithm are in Fig. 6 .
We can see in Fig. 5 that the mentioned method is sensitive to a variety of object speeds and light intensity even when using a web camera with standard quality. An important parameter of this motion detector is also the computational time, where the average spent time is approximately 12 milliseconds on image of size of 100 × 100 pixels. However, the main goal of this approach is to have characteristic features that better describe the input data. The characteristics features could be for example the curvature of the detected motion area, or the curves themselves of the contours of the detected area (curves on the contours of detected motion area). For curves detection meaning line curvature that is higher than a specific threshold we need to have contours of the detected areas.
EDGE DETECTOR
Standard methods such as the Laplace edge detector (Fig. 6 ) do not provide contours that could be applicable for further curves detector methods. For this purpose, we need to have contours with a width of one pixel and without unreasonable line discontinuity. Therefore the solution must be based on real time processing, and the computer time processing needs to be considered as well.
Since the input data for the curves detector are binary (binary picture), the method based on masks was considered because this method is approximately 300 times faster than any standard method for edge detection [9] . Edge detection on a binary picture by the mask method is defined as follows: pixel "5" (Fig. 7) in the middle of matrix of size 3 × 3 is part of the edge (line) marked as black point if the pixel has at least one white pixel (white pixel is not part of the detected edge) among the neighbour pixels around ("2", "4", "6", "8") or there is at most one black pixel in all eight pixels around ("1", "2", "3", "4", "6", "7", "8", "9").
However, the mentioned rules do not provide contours with sufficient quality for further corner detection. To ensure a higher contours quality, we need to enlarge the group of rules. New rules were found empirically using a set of input binary images.
As an example, some new rules are shown in Fig. 8 , where we can see that using a new fixing rule (using an appropriate pattern) the line is corrected and the line continuity is provided with a line of one pixel in width. By this approach, 89 fixing patterns were found. The algorithm of edge detection using pattern analysis is simple as described in Fig. 9 , the matrix 3 × 3 is moving pixel by pixel. The matrix is then analyzed by pattern matching.
If an appropriate pattern is found, then pixel "5" will be marked as the edge. The result of using all found patterns is a more robust method for edge detection with a higher quality of detected edges of one pixel in width (Fig. 5) .
Another advantage of this method, besides the quality of detected edge, is optimization during implementation in order to provide a real time processing system. We can consider our 89 fixing patterns as 9 bit information per each pattern, meaning that this information can be covered by one 32 bit integer (in C++ language) for one fixing pattern.
Thus we have 89 integers that represent the true value meaning edge. To cover all combinations of 9 bit information we need to have an array of size 2 9 = 512 (access to a one-dimensional array is faster than to a multidimensional array). Finally, when getting a matrix of size 3 × 3 from the input binary image, we simply convert the matrix into a 32 bit integer too and the information whether the pixel "5" is the edge or not will be provided by looking up into the array of integers.
This means, there are no mathematical-logical operations, since the look up tables of integers are pre-prepared before starting the entire algorithm. Finally, by the approach mentioned above we get the contours of movement with high quality (continual lines with one pixel of width) and fast since there are no mathematical-logical operations (memory processing only). When seeing the edges in Fig. 13 , it is obvious that data are not invariant on account of rotation. Such an approach can be useful for exact movement identification from a constant position of the observer. However, the minimum data needed for movement identification or even object identification or classification is mentioned for example in Picasso's one line hand sketches (Fig. 14) .
A similar approach can be calculated here as well. By multi-erosion of the input picture we can connect all moving parts together, parts that belong to the moving object. Having all the parts connected to one, then the longest edge describes the object in the same way as Picasso's hand sketches.
Having the longest edge of one pixel width that describes the moving object as one unit, rotation and zoom invariant characteristic features can be calculated. For curves detection the M2003 [11] algorithm was used. In order to make the invariant features, the object centroid is calculated so that the relative distances can be calculated by expression (9) .
where d[k] is the corner, k is the absolute distance from the object centroid calculated by expression (10).
2 , k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 .
(10) Invariant motion descriptors that are created easily without heavy computational cost can be very useful for object identification or classification even when analyzing images (see Fig. 1 ), where the motion descriptors can help to faster identify objects during image analysis.
CONCLUSION
Rotation, zoom invariant motion descriptors based on curves of the longest edge of moving object calculated in real time are important data information for better object identification or classification. The approach presented in this paper is easy to implement and the computational cost is low due to working with the memory only for motion and edge detection.
